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ABSTRACT

Agent interaction in a community such as an online buyer-seller scenario is often
risky and uncertain. An agent interacts with other agents where initially they know
nothing about each other. Currently many reputation models are developed that help
consumers select more reputable and reliable service providers. Reputation models also
help agents to make a decision on who they should trust and transact with in the future.
These reputation models are either built on interaction trust that involves direct
experience as a source of information, or they are built upon witness information, also
known as word-of-mouth, that involves the reports provided by others. Neither the
interaction trust

nor the witness information models alone fully succeed in such

uncertain interactions.
This thesis research introduces the hybrid reputation model combining both
interaction trust and witness information to address the shortcomings of existing
reputation models when taken separately. Experiments reveal that the hybrid approach
leads to better selection of trustworthy agents where consumers select more reputed
service providers, eventually lead to more gains by the consumer. Furthermore, the trust
model developed is used in calculating trust values of service providers for the case study
with a live website ecommerce.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Trust and reputation systems have been of great importance to human societies. The
concept of trust and reputation have been of paramount importance in different
disciplines such as psychology, sociology, philosophy and economy. However, in the
past few years trust and reputation models have been extensively used in the field of
Computer Science especially in artificial intelligence. Owing to this we will focus our
attention on the discipline of Computer Science where the study of trust and reputation
has acquired a great relevance recently. Two elements that have contributed substantially
to increase the interest on trust and reputation in this area are the multi-agent system
paradigm, and the spectacular evolution of e-commerce. The study of trust and reputation
has many implications in the fields of information and communication technologies.
Trust and reputation systems have been recognized as the key factors for adopting
successful electronic commerce. In these systems, intelligent software agents are used
which help search for trustworthy exchange partners present in the community, and also
help in decision making whether partner is good and reliable to make a transaction or if
the partner is not reliable and consequently no transaction would be made and will
prevent from fraudulent transactions [2].
1.1 Reputation and Trust
According to Abdul- Rahman and Hailes[5], reputation is defined as "an expectation
about an agent’s behaviour based on information about or observations of its past
behaviour."
1

In society, information is obtained from various other sources by means of word ofmouth, also known as witness information or asking third party. For example, a dishonest
owner of a grocery store who sells products of lower quality or sells the product at higher
price will quickly gain a reputation for dishonesty in the neighbourhood and would lose
customers unless he improves his reputation. Additionally, a good reputation may also be
used to advantage, as reputation is also considered a form of social capital, especially in
commerce. Thus, reputational information is important in making effective and informed
trust decisions. In [14], “reputation helps us to manage the complexity of social life by
singling out trustworthy people – in whose interest it is to meet promises”.
According to Ramchuran et al [57], trust is defined as "a belief an agent has that the other
party will do what it says it will (being honest and reliable) or reciprocate (being
reciprocative for the common good of both), given an opportunity to defect to get higher
payoffs."
Trust values can range from complete distrust to a complete trust where distrust is the
lowest value and complete trust is of highest value. It may be noted that the trust
calculated is a subjective property of an agent and is not an objective property [15, 14].

1.2 Current Research Motivation
The concept of reputation has many implications in real life scenarios. Reputation
finds its use in electronic markets such as eBay®[8] and Amazon®[7] [1]. Both direct
and indirect interactions are the main sources of information to calculate a reputation
value. In case of direct interactions, agents directly interact with other agents present
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in a multi agent system. It is the most reliable source of information as it gives first
hand information. In case of witness information or word of mouth agents collect the
reputation value from other agents present in community [2]. However, these two
sources alone cannot yield a real reputation score of a service provider, or in other
words these are not authentic. This is because if reputation is based only on interaction
trust (direct experience), the agent in that case interacts directly with other agents
present in the community individually. As a result it would require a long time for an
agent to reach a satisfying estimation level of trust as he has to come in direct contact
with other agents. Therefore, interaction trust alone cannot reach a reliable reputation
score. Furthermore, in case of witness reports, agents could be unwilling or unable to
sacrifice their resources in order to provide reports. As a result, this approach alone
could not guarantee a reliable estimation [6]. In this thesis we have present a hybrid
reputation model and compare its results to other information sources. We use two
experimental set ups. In the first we compare a hybrid model developed with the
witness information as the source, and in the second we compare a hybrid model with
interaction trust as a source of information. We also present a trust model which will
calculate trust values of service providers from a list of providers.

1.3 Thesis Contribution
The main goals of this study are :

To develop a hybrid reputation model which involves both the sources of information
which are interaction trust and witness information, and we compare its results with
3

each source taken alone. We also compare our model with SERM model of reputation.

To develop a trust model which will help to calculate trust value of service providers.
We also implement a case study to test out the proposed trust model in real world
application.

The main aim of the research is to develop a hybrid artificial reputation model which
is used to calculate reputation score based on ratings in order to enable consumer
select best services providers. Furthermore, the validity and applicability of this model
will be tested through a case study.

1.4 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 deals with the literature review and presents a background survey on
computational trust and reputation models. It also describes various components involved
in complex system modeling.
In Chapter 3, a hybrid reputation model involving interaction trust and witness
information has been developed.
In Chapter 4, we have discussed different principals of trust. we introduce a trust
model which will help to calculate trust value of service providers. We also implement a
case study by collecting data from the Amazon® [7] website and explain all the details of
the implementation.

4

The last chapter sums up the main points of this study and also guides the reader
regarding the future possibilities of this study.

5

CHAPTER 2
Literature Review And Background Survey
In this chapter, various different components of the multi-agent systems have been
discussed which plays an important role in complex modeling. This chapter also includes
a literature review on computational trust and reputation models. This review will offer a
panoramic view on current computational trust and reputation models.

2.1 Components in Complex Modeling
2.1.1 Agency
Agents are autonomous entities who act to achieve individual goals and are also capable
to of exercising choice over their actions and interactions. In order to accomplish tasks
for its user, the concept of an agent provides a convenient and powerful way to describe a
complex software entity by acting autonomous. An agent can be defined in terms of its
behaviour. The need for complex applications have raised due to increased technological
complexity that systems consisting of multiple agents who can communicate in a peer to
peer fashion. An agent should be capable of performing work with coordination and
collaboration of other agents and this depends upon nature of environment
[30][35][39][36].
2.1.2 Environment
Agents have their own area in which they act, react and communicate. This area is
considered as a working environment of an agent. The agents have complete knowledge
about their area. The agents are often placed in the environments in which they interact
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and co-operate with other agents who have conflicting aims. These kind of environments
are known as multi agent systems. The characteristics of an environment decide its
complexity. The increase in the complexity of an environment makes the system more
realistic and more accurate results can be obtained by the user [30].
2.1.3 Dynamics
Dynamic nature is an important characteristic or feature of complex environments. They
keep on changing their states frequently which results in different working conditions for
an agent at each step. The agent has to adapt to a new situation and overcome problems
with action. Dynamic environments are helpful in simulating real world environments
[37] [35] [30].
2.1.4 Heterogeneity
One of the characteristics of complex systems is their heterogeneous nature. Various
different elements and individuals make the working environment for an agent and
influence their performance. They give different platform to the agents by providing them
unique working conditions in which the agents make different decisions and actions[37].
2.1.5 Social Interactions
Applying the social interaction concept to the complex multi agent system functioning is
a natural step towards designing and implementing more intelligent and human like
populations of artificial autonomous systems. The basic quality which defines this class
of artificial systems is the agents ability to act according to the achievement of their
private goals. When we consider agents in the context of multi agent system, their actions
get involved in simple, complex and multiple social relations with other acting and acting
7

and autonomous entities. In such situation, agent who belong to broader multi agent
population must consider other agents while planning and realizing their behaviour.
Involving more than two agents in all the actions and practices and taking account of
other agents activities, experiments or knowledge is known as social interactions.
Through this system, the goals which are difficult to be achieved by an individual agent
can be achieved. The agents are co-operative with each other in this system. In multi
agent systems, social interactions are really important for acquiring human like behaviour
[32][38].
2.1.6 Simulation
For attaining a deeper understanding of the behaviour of different parameters of the
system, simulation is an effort to model a real life or hypothetical situation. It represents
the main characteristics or behaviors of a selected physical or abstract system. We use
simulation in many contexts, for example, to gain insight into the functioning of natural
systems or human systems. Simulation is used to specify the rules of behaviour of
individual entities, as well as the rules of their interaction. The simulated entities are
known as agents and the simulations of their behaviour and interactions are called agent
based simulation. The properties which describe the behaviour and interactions of the
individual agents are known as elementary properties and the properties emerging on the
higher collective level are called emergent properties. Simulation starts with set of
assumptions, but it does not prove any theorems. A simulation generates data which can
be analyzed inductively. The simulated data comes from a strictly specified rules instead
of direct measurements of real world [29][31][39].

8

2.2 Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
A Multi agent system is a computational system where multiple autonomous entities
having different information or diverging interests interact with one another in order to
satisfy certain goals[33][45][42]. It is a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that
interact to solve problems that are beyond the individuals capability or knowledge of each
problem solver[50]. These problem solvers are often called agents. The agents can be
homogenous or heterogeneous, they may have common goals or individual goals[42][43].
The agents are able to operate in dynamic and open environments and often interact with
other agents including both people and software. Multi agent system is used for many
reasons. By providing method for parallel computation multi agents can speed up a
systems operation. For example several independent tasks that are handled by separate
agents in a domain divided into various components, can have benefit from multi agent
system. Moreover multi agent systems can help in dealing with the limitation of time.
Since multi agent system are inherently modular, it's easy to add new agents to them. In
this manner they have the characteristic of scalability. The requirements coming from
complex and dynamic environments can be dealt with multi agent technology. The agent
based information systems have the potential to improve the competitiveness of
enterprises due to their adapting and flexible nature.
The main characteristic of multi agent systems is the internal behaviour and external
interactions between the agents[46]. The type of knowledge and the performance measure
the agents utilize while choosing how to behave in model based, reactive, goal based and
utility based environments are some of the characteristics of their internal behaviour. The
ways in which the agents interact with each other for sharing information to do the tasks
9

are some of the characteristics of agents external behaviour. In multi agent system no
agent has complete information or capability to solve the problem and thus has a limited
viewpoint. In multi agent system common problems are solved by agents with cooperation. Multi agent systems are useful in the areas which involve interactions between
different people or organisations, with different goals or proprietary information[49]. In
this system the data is often decentralized. This lack of data centralization makes it
difficult to determine the current state of the system. This kind of system can be
categorized as a complex system. It is important to note that when there are different
people or organisations, with different goals and proprietary information, then multi agent
system is needed to handle their interactions [32][[38].

2.2.1 Application of MAS
Many domains are covered by multi agent systems such as military demining, wireless
collaboration and communication, military logistics planning, supply chain management,
financial portfolio management, software agents participating in online auctions or
bargaining [47][48], electronic institutions[53], developing schedules for air traffic [44]
and decentralized resource distribution in large storage facilities[51][52].

10

Figure 2.1: An agent-based model: The micro level entities, their actions and interactions,
and the environment. [54]
2.3 Classification Dimensions of Computational Trust And Reputation Models
Trust and reputation can be used in

wide range of situations. Owing to this, the

classification of trust and reputation models sometimes becomes a difficult task. In this
section, we classify the current computational trust and reputation models.
2.3.1 Conceptual Model
According to the conceptual model of reference, trust and reputation models can be
characterized as:
Cognitive. As pointed out in [16], the cognitive approach basically means the mental
state of one agent which leads to trust another agent or assign the act of relying on
another agent, are the essential parts of the model.
Game-theoretical. Trust and reputation are considered ‘subjective probabilities by which
an individual, (A), expects that another individual, (B), performs a given action on which
11

its welfare depends’ [17]. In this case, Trust and reputation are not the result of mental
state of the agent.
2.3.2 Information Sources
Trust and reputation models are also classified based on the information sources. There
are various different types of information sources which help to calculate trust and
reputation values. Direct experiences and witness information are the most common
information sources used by computational trust and reputation models [2].
2.3.2.1 Direct Experiences
Direct Experience is used to calculate reputation among agents in a multi agents system.
This is further divided into two types. These are direct interaction in which agents
directly interact with other agents present in the system and find out the reputation. The
second type is direct observation in which agents directly observe the interaction of
other agents present in system and calculate the reputation. The second type is direct
observation which sis less common source of information, and direct experience is the
most reliable source to calculate reputation from [2].

2.3.2.2 Witness Information
Witness information is also known as "word of mouth" as it uses the information
gathered from other agents in the community. This is the most abundant in multi agent
systems but is not as reliable as direct experience as the other agents
information for their own benefits [2].

12

may hide

2.3.2.3 Sociological Information
This reputation is based on social relations among agents in a community, Such as
competition, co-operation etc. This kind of information is possible when there are many
agents present in a community and interaction among those agents is good [2].
2.3.2.4 Prejudice
The use of prejudice can also help in calculating reputation of agents in multi agent
system, but its use is not very common. However, we guess that as the complexity of a
multi agent system increases, this feature will also be used for calculating reputation.
Prejudice assigns reputation to an individual based on signs that identify the individual
to be part of a particular group or community. The use of prejudice in multi agent
system will be similar to positive intentions, which is the opposite to real life, as in real
life it has negative intentions. The sign can be anything such as behaviour of an agent in
a group that will represent the group [2].

2.4 Reputation Typology
Reputation typology shown below gives us an idea about the general classification of
reputation. At the top most level reputation is classified as individual level reputation or
group level reputation. If the agents interact individually reputation is said to be
individual reputation and on the other hand if the agents form a group in a community
then it would be classified as group reputation. Individual reputation is further classified
as direct or indirect reputation based on the type of communication between the agents.
Direct reputation means that agents in a community interact directly and in indirect
reputation agents have witness information as a source. Direct source is further divided
13

into interaction trust and observed interaction. Similarly, indirect source can also be of
two types i.e. witness information and sociological information. In our hybrid model we
haven't used group reputation and observed reputation, so these two fields in diagram
are highlighted. However, this can be used in future work of our model. Below is the
figure representing reputation typology [11].

Figure 2.2 : Reputation Typology [11]

2.5 Reputation Network Architectures
2.5.1 Centralized Architecture
In centralized reputation architecture, there is a particular entity called central repository.
It is responsible for the activities of gathering trust information from the community,
performing calculations on this information and making the results of its calculations

14

public. In the figure 1 below, all the interactions between A, B, C and other agents
present in a community are stored in reputation centre. This reputation center uses
computation engine where all the ratings are computed. The ratings are globally available
to all the members present in a community [1].

Figure 2.3 : Centralized Model Architecture [1].

2.5.2 Distributed Architecture
In this case there is no central repository or storage. The central reputation centre is
replaced by several smaller distributed ones which means each individual stores its own
interactions and when required to retrieve information then that agent has to be asked
individually and there is no global access to ratings or reputation scores [1].
15

Figure 2.4 : Distributed Model Architecture [1].

2.6 Brief Introduction of Reputation Models
2.6.1 S. Marsh [2]
Marsh is one of the earliest to propose the trust model in 1994. The model takes into
account direct interaction only. It differentiates three types of trust.
− Basic trust. This model is based on the general trusting tendency without knowing
which agent is in front. It is calculated from all the experiences gathered by the agent
during interactions. Good experiences lead to a greater trust and vice versa.
− General trust. In general trust, one agent trusts another agent without taking into
account any specific situation. It is also called generalised trust.
− Situational trust. In it one agent has trust on another agent by taking into account a
specific situation. The trust in this situation is context dependent due to the specific
situation.
16

2.6.2 Online Reputation Models
eBay® [8] is one of the world’s largest online marketplaces with a community of over 50
million registered users. Most items on eBay® are sold through english auctions and the
reputation mechanism used is based on the ratings that users perform after the completion
of a transaction. The user can give three possible values: positive(1), negative(-1), or
neutral(0). The reputation value is computed as the sum of those ratings over the last six
months. Similarly, Amazon® also uses the mean (in this case of all ratings) to assign a
reputation value. All these models consider reputation as a global property and use a
single value that is not dependent on the context. The information source used to build
the reputation value comes from other agents that previously interacted with the target
agent (witness information). As it is only based on witness information source which is
third party source, they do not provide explicit mechanisms to deal with users that
provide false information [2].

2.6.3 Sporas
In reputation model [18], only the most recent rating between two users is considered.
The users with high reputation values have much smaller rating changes after each update
then users with low reputation. Sporas is the evolved version of online reputation model.
Measure of reliability and the preference given to most recent ratings are the two new
features added in this model. These features help in improving the model and performing
better. This model works better compared to other online reputation models.

17

2.6.4 Sen and Sejja Model
Both type of direct experiences i.e. direct interaction and indirect interaction are
considered in Sen and Sejja's model [20]. Only direct interaction gives an exact
perception of reality. The chosen mechanism to update the reputation value is
reinforcement learning. The rules used to update the reputation value when there is a new
direct interaction has a greater effect than the rule used to update the value when there is
a new observation. The range of reputation value is from 0 to 1. If a value is greater than
0.5 it means good performance and if the value is less than 0.5 then it means bad
performance. In this model, liars are assumed to lie consistently i.e. every time they are
queried, they return a good value for a bad target agent and vice versa. To judge the
goodness or badness of a partner from the point of view of witness information, the
model uses the number of positive and negative answers received from witnesses. The
model provides a mechanism to calculate how many agents need to be queried to reach a
satisfying value so as to select a good partner. Agents to be queried are selected
randomly.

2.6.5 AFRAS ( A Fuzzy Model of Reputation in Multi Agent Systems)
In this model [19] the use of fuzzy sets is made to represent reputation values. The old
reputation value and the new satisfaction value are combined using a weighted
aggregation, once a new fuzzy set is calculated from a single value that they call
remembrance or memory. Due to this, the agent gives more importance to the latest
interaction than old reputation value. The remembrance factor is modeled on a function
of the similarity between the previous reputation and the satisfaction of the last
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interaction and the previous remembrance value. The importance of the past experiences
is increased if the satisfaction of the last interaction and reputation assigned are similar.
When the satisfaction of the last interaction and the reputation value are different, then it
is the relevance of the last experience that is increased. The fuzzy sets model the notion
of reliability of the reputation value. A wide fuzzy set for a reputation value represents a
high degree of uncertainty over that value while a narrow fuzzy set implies a reliable
value. Recommendations from other agents are aggregated directly with the direct
experiences. The weight given to each factor is dependent on the reputation that the
recommender has. The agent compares the recommendation with the real behaviour of
the recommended agent after the interaction to calculate his reputation and increases and
decreases the reputation of recommender accordingly.

19

CHAPTER 3
HYBRID REPUTATION MODEL
The reputation model proposed uses a hybrid approach which will combine both
interaction trust and witness information. In this model, two kinds of agents are created:
ProviderAgent and ConsumerAgent. Provider Agents act as service providers and provide
services to ConsumerAgent. ConsumerAgent acts as service consumers, calculating the
reputation of providers using the reputation model, consuming services and giving
ratings. As in the hybrid model, service consumers source of information is differentiated.
In this way, the reputation value of service consumer computed will be close to the true
reputation of the service provider. Witness information helps gather more information.
Interaction trust is more reliable source.
We have used two different settings to perform experiments with the simulation. In the
first setting we have compared witness information as information source alone with the
hybrid model. In the second setting we compare interaction trust as information source
alone with the hybrid model.

3.1 Hybrid Reputation Model Computation Formula and Algorithm
In hybrid model we use two different sources of information which are interaction trust
and witness information. We differentiate these two sources by having different values of
k. When k =1, interaction trust is considered as source of information and at value of k
=2 witness information is used and for hybrid we use both k=1 and k=2 .
In the formula below, 'a' represents service consumer and 'b' represents service
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provider participating in interaction and 'a' gives rating to 'b' in terms of 'c'. So Rk(a,b,c)
represents set of information collected through source 'k'. After each interaction 'a' will
rate 'b' in terms of 'c' for its three criteria which are performance, arrival time, item
described. The value of 'c' received will be of value either 0,1,2. As interaction trust is
more reliable source than witness information so we give devise a rating function w k(ri)
and ri € Rk (a,b,c).
where r(i) = record number.
gri = rating grade of record (ri) in the data set k.
wk(ri) is rating weight function for each data set
(1)

In above formula when we calculate reputation score for interaction trust so we put k =1
and when we need to calculate reputation score using source of information as witness
information alone we substitute value of k =2. For hybrid model we will use both k =1
and 2 and (T) is the time difference between the current time and the time when rating (ri)
is recorded. Here we use the simulation round difference to represent the time difference.
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ALGORITHM

Input : R(a,b,c), is a reputation value which is to be evaluated. Each evaluation
with value of c { 0,1,2}, a is a service consumer agent and b is a service
provider agent.
Input : Wk the rating weight function.
Input : T, is the time difference between current time and time when rating r i is
recorded
Process : a will rate b in terms of c and form a set named Rk(a,b,c)

ri where all ratings

are stored and k can be 1 or 2 depending upon the source of information
selected.
for each: Rk recorded in a record ri at time T do
calculate R(a,b,c) according to (1)
end for

Output : Reputation value ( R(a,b,c))
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3.2.Hybrid Model Implementation and Experiments
In this model there are 25 consumer agents and 5 provider agents. At the beginning stage
there is no history of interaction stored, so in first round of experiments consumer agents
buy products from all 5 providers and rate them according to the service provided. This
kind of interaction is direct interaction as consumer agents interact directly with providers
and make a decision to transact. In this interaction, the value of 'k' will be set to 1 and w k
will be set to 60%. After transaction and using the product, consumers give ratings to
their provider, which can be of value 0,1, or 2. The value 2 is highest, so it means
product provided by provider was good. The value 1 means product provided by provider
was fair and value 0 means unsatisfactory. For each consumer there is a set of criteria we
have chosen to give ratings. We have chosen three criteria, that are item described,
performance, arrival time. Now, the providers get ratings from consumers on these three
criteria. The consumer gives rating on these three criteria that can be of value 0,1, or 2.
So if consumer gives rating (2,2,2) it would mean that provider scored highest points in
criteria item described, criteria performance and criteria arrival time which shows
provider is selling good products since he received maximum value of 2 in all three
criteria's. Similarly a provider can get rating in the form (2,1,2) or (1,2,2) or (2,2,1) or
(1,1,1) and so on.
After this stage, there is some history of interactions stored. Now consumers ask the
other consumers and they do not interact with providers any more. Now the interactions
in our model is only between consumer agents and this indirect interaction is also called
as witness interaction. Now value of 'k' will be 2 in the formula that we developed and
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value of wk will be 40%. Consumer agents do not interact with provider agents.
Consumer agents interact with other Consumer agents who have already interacted with
providers who submitted their ratings. The source of information when one consumer
asks other consumer agent about provider now is of type witness information. After these
interactions among consumer agents, consumer agents now trusts a particular provider
agents based on information from other consumer agents, then makes a decision to
transact. When the product is received then this consumer updates their beliefs about the
provider, and new ratings are stored in a central repository. In first experimental setup
we had 10 consumer agents who directly interacted with providers from time step 1 of
simulation till time step 50. These 10 agents interacted with providers in direct way
consumed the products and gave the ratings. These ratings were then averaged.
However, rest 15 agents interacted with these 10 consumer agents in indirect way known
as witness information who had direct interaction with providers in first 50 time steps. So
in first set we had 10 agents with source of information as interaction trust and 15 agents
with source of information as witness information. These 15 agents interacted from time
step 51 to time step 100 and their ratings received were averaged.
After all interactions among consumer agents we get the values of ratings and
multiply them with their respective weights according to the source of information which
was used during interaction between providers and consumers. We calculate the
reputation score using the weighted mean method formula as stated in (1), that means if
the source of information used was interaction trust which is direct source and is most
reliable source of information then it has more weight which is 60% as shown in the table
2 and if during the interaction the source of information was witness then it is weighted
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as 40%. Here we have assumed the weight to be 60% and 40% for two different
information sources. However, we can give weights as 80% and 20% also. But the weight
of data source which involves interaction trust as a source of information should always
be more as the information in direct interaction is more reliable then witness information.
So we gave weight to interaction trust as 60% and witness information as 40%. This is
because some data sources are more reliable than others and direct information source is
always more reliable. After getting these ratings we have taken average of all these
ratings which is termed as average user gain which signifies the gain that user obtained
after consuming the products. For calculation of the next sets in our experiments we
varied the source of information in other sets. A total of two sets were used and each set
had total of 25 consumer agents and 5 provider agents. In set 1 we already had 10
consumer agents with source of information as direct interaction and remaining 15 had
their information source as witness information. In set 2 of our experiment we increased
the number of consumer agents which had direct interaction and decreased the consumer
agents which used witness information. So in set 2, 15 consumer agents directly
interacted with providers from time step 1 to time step 50 and other 10 consumer agents
were having witness information as information source among themselves and interacted
from time step 51 to time step 100. These all ratings received were averaged again.
The overview of hybrid interaction is shown in Fig 3.1 In the figure both the direct
and indirect interactions are taking place. Consumer agent has direct interaction with
providers and also indirect interaction with already interacted consumers. This makes the
model as hybrid as we have differentiated the information sources of interaction among
consumers.
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Fig.3.1 Overview of the hybrid model having both direct and indirect source of
information.

Table 3.1
Variation of information source in hybrid model for service consumers

Number
of sets

Number of Agents having Witness
information source

Set 1

Number of Agents
having Interaction
trust as information
source
10Agents

Set 2

15Agents

10Agents

15Agents

Average gain is calculated by averaging all the scores or ratings when interaction is
hybrid based and then averaging all the scores and ratings with the two other information
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sources separately. This average gain is represented as Average UG where UG means the
gain that users obtain after transaction with providers. It was observed that the hybrid
approach gives better results combining both the information sources.

3.3 Experimental Variables and Parameters
Table 3.2
shows the values of variables and parameters used.
Simulation
Variable
Number of
Simulation
Rounds
Number of
Provider Agents
Number of
Consumer Agents
Direct Experience
reputation wt
Witness
Information
reputation wt

Symbol

Value

T

100

Np

5

NC

25

Q1

60%

Q2

40%

3.4. Experimental Results of Reputation Model
Fig.3.2 shows the comparison between witness - hybrid source of information and
Fig.3.3 shows interaction trust - hybrid source of information. Dashed line represents
the experiment results that involve the source as witness information alone and
continuous line represents the hybrid model that uses both the sources of information
which are interaction trust and witness information and third line that is dotted line
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involves interaction trust as a source of information only. The Y-axis represents the
average user gain (the gain that users obtained), and the X-axis represents the round of
experiment. Simulations are run in rounds and the round number is used as the time
value. The average user gain here signifies that when consumer agents interact with
other consumers present in the simulation environment in hybrid way then they tend to
obtain better goods or services provided by provider which means more benefit for
consumers which leads to more gain. As a result, the average gain computed in the end
is more in case of hybrid then individual sources of information. All of

these

approaches are proved to be beneficial to consumers. It shows all the information
sources discussed above can help consumers to select profitable providers to transact.
However, as seen in Fig.3.2 hybrid outperforms the approach that uses witness
information only and in Fig.3.3 hybrid also outperforms when interaction trust is used
alone. As we see in both the cases the continues line (which represents the hybrid
approach) is above or in higher position than the dotted line and dashed line. In
conclusion, through experiments we prove that hybrid is more helpful for consumers to
select profitable providers.
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Fig. 3.2 Experiment results involving hybrid and witness as source of information

Fig. 3.3 Experiment results involving hybrid and interaction trust as source of information
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3.4. Comparative study with SERM Model
3.4.1 SERM Model
In the SERM [59] centralized approach, a third-party agent keeps the references given
from agents interacting with other agent in the MAS environment. Each reference is in
the form of:
Refi=(a, b, cr, cm, flx, rs), where: a is the truster agent, b is the trustee agent and cr
(Correctness), cm (Completeness), flx (Flexibility) and rs (Response time) are the
evaluation criteria. Ratings (r) vary from -1 (terrible) to 1 (perfect), while newcomers
start with a reputation equal to 0 (neutral). The final reputation value (TR) is based on
the weighted sum of the relevant references stored in the third-party agent and is
calculated according to the formula:

TR=ΣRefi=p1*cr + p2*cm + p3*flx + p4*rs, where: p1+p2+p3+p4=1.

(2)

Two options are supported for TR, a default where the weights are equivalent, namely
pk=0.25 each and a user-defined, where the weights vary from 0 to 1 depending on
user priorities.
For the comparison purposes, we used our own testbed. The testbed environment for
evaluating our hybrid model consists of agents providing services and agents that use
these services. We assume that the performance of a provider (and effectively its
trustworthiness) is independent from the service that is provided. In order to reduce the
complexity of the test bed's environment, it is assumed that there is only one type of
service in the testbed and, as a result, all the providers offer the same service.
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Nevertheless, the performance of the providers, such as the quality of the service,
differs and is determined by the average user gain that a consumer gains from each
interaction. Each agent interaction is a simulation round. The round number is used as
the time value for events. The consumer agent will select one provider to use its
service. Firstly, the consumer agent selects a provider, then, it uses the service of the
selected provider and gains some value from the interaction called user gain (UG). The
value of UG varies and it depends on the level of performance of the provider in that
interaction. After an interaction, the consumer agent rates the service of the provider
based on the level of performance and the quality of the service it received. The testbed
in our experiment is populated with provider and consumer agents. In this evaluation,
we used our hybrid model and SERM model and the testbed records the user gain of
each interaction.
In order to obtain an accurate result for comparisons between reputation models, each
one will be employed by a number of consumer agents. After 100 simulation rounds
we figured out that the performance of SERM, which is based just on the weighted sum
of the relevant ratings is considerably low, whereas the performance of the our model
which is based on weighted mean which includes both the sources of information with
time also as a factor is far better. A time factor is devised to ensure that the more recent
rating will have higher weight to reflect the provider’s recent behaviors.
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Fig. 3.4 Experiment results involving Hybrid Model and SERM Model.
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CHAPTER 4
TRUST MODEL

4.1 Introduction
With the improvement in technology and increased used of internet at homes the impact
of E-commerce trading is rising rapidly. Due to this the customer are now comfortably
able to search and buy products online. An electronic market platform usually requires
buyers and sellers to exchange offers-to-buy and offers-to-sell. However, this business of
conducting transaction via a computer platform brings in new challenges. One of the
major shortcomings of electronic trade is that consumers have to purchase goods from
providers without any personal interaction. So this means there is no direct interaction
between the provider and the consumer. This means that consumers may buy goods from
companies which they have not interacted with before, and whom they do not know.
Therefore, it leads to uncertainty about the product provided by provider and this
platform needs to incorporate issues such as trust and help make the transaction more
secured and reduce the uncertainty [55].

4.2 Ten Principals of Trust [56]
Every day we place our trust in people and the services they provide. We trust that our
confidence won't be betrayed by our friends. In our everyday life we place trust
unconsciously in our familiar environments. But e-commerce is not a familiar
environment where we can place our trust blindly. This is because as compared to
traditional commerce, e-commerce is more informal, in nature and as a result provides
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fewer direct cues. One more reason regarding apprehensions involved in e-commerce is
that it entails more legal uncertainties. As such in order for e-commerce to flourish, it
becomes all the more necessary to make the consumer sure that they will not be cheated.
In other words it's important to win the trust of consumers.
Trust in business to consumer (B2C) e-commerce is established very differently than
in business to business (B2B) e-commerce environments because relationships are often
shorter in term and more transaction oriented. Trust involves vulnerability. When people
trust, they expose themselves to risk [56].

Principal 1 - Trust depends upon identity
The collective aspect of the set of characteristics by which a thing or a person is
definitively recognizable or known is said to be its identity. In other words an identity is
the set of persisting behavioral or personal characteristics by which an individual is
recognizable. This persisting identity or individuality is an important aspect in
establishing trust. The I - cards, passports, voter cards etc are the parameters to establish
trust. But such identities told value only in the offline world. Contrary to it, the identities
in the online world are virtual in nature. Thus in order to establish trust online, the
unacknowledged aspect of identity needs to be strengthened which enable to create the
desired atmosphere of trust[56].

Principal 2 Trust is based on information
Another aspect of developing trust is "knowledge". The possession of knowledge is an
important tool to establish trust. While in the offline world this knowledge or information
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has the advantage of spreading through the word of mouth, in the online world lot more
collection of facts or data needs to be supplemented in order to establish trust. In the
present scenario of the online world, the scope of the models containing information has
to be widened. As for instance we can quote some famous social networking websites
these days like facebook or twitter, which owing to their security policies like assurance
of privacy, have amassed goodwill amongst the consumers [56].

Principal 3 Trust is a function of perception of risk
Winning trust can also be described in terms of "belief". There is always an element of
anticipation or presentiment, a kind of premonition in the mind of the consumer while
placing trust in an unknown firm. In other words, trust and risk have a special kind of
reciprocal relationship. Risk in fact is essence of trust. Trust is usually measured in terms
of consistency or dependability in an exchange situation. One interesting aspect of trust is
that it more often doesn't comprise the ability to reason. It just depends upon one's ability
to comprehend the situation or person. It can further be described as the state of being
bound emotionally and intellectually to a course of action a person a firm. It is a kind of
requiescence ( passive protest ). It is achieved gradually and is developed only through
the fulfillment of commitments or consignments [56].
Principle 4: Trust deepens over time and with increased reciprocity.
Trust is enhanced through mutual or co operative interchange of favors or privileges
amongst the firms. A close acquaintance, association or familiarity further helps to
deepen the trust. trust can be said to be reciprocal in the sense that whenever a consumer
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tends to put trust in a firm by taking considerable risk to himself, the other party also
tends to feel motivated towards fulfilling reposed in it. It tries to live up to expectations of
its consumer in order to win trust. Every time, when the expectations are met and the
promises are fulfilled, the level of reliability or trust automatically enhances.
Generally it's not true that firms trust blindly. In other words it may said that they don't
take justifiable risks in order to develop a trustworthy relation. Rather a gradual approach
of trial and error is adopted.
One major factor on which the level of trust depends is the " reputation " of firm.
Market value of a firm is generally related to its goodwill earned. For any firm, to create
its niche in the world of trust, it is very important to be honest and trustworthy. Such a
reputation tends to motivate the consumers some primary risks at least with the firm.
Every successful transactions in terms of trust helps in developing and strengthening
business relations which eventually increases prospects of future profits. In this regard it
will be fruitful to notice that fulfilling small commitments are equally important and
needs to be taken very good care of. These may be taken to be the foundation for
developing long lasting and promising relations [56].

Principal 5 Trust is a matter of degree
Trust is also a matter of degree. The extent of trust placed by the truster depends to a
great extent on the characteristics of the trustee i.e. trustees 'trustworthiness'. Desirable
trustee characteristics include loyalty, accessibility, integrity, consistency of behavior,
competence, reliability, fairness, predictability, commitment and goodwill. Such
attributes of the prospective partners increases the degree of trust which helps the
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customer to have a positive stance.
The most tangible part of trust in business and relationships is the level of investment
that each party is willing to contribute to the reliance. Since the general assumption is that
the trust precedes commitment [56].

Principal 6 Culture affects trust.
It has been speculated that the trust plays critical role in stimulating consumer purchases
over the internet. The global nature of the internet raises questions about the robustness
about robustness of trust effects across cultures. Culture may also affect the antecedents
of consumer trust i.e. consumer of different cultures might have different expectations of
what makes a web merchant trustworthy.
From traditional marketing context, it may be inferred that consumer trust is more
readily developed when the consumer has a positive stance in general, has had prior
interactions with the merchant, is protected by social or legal structures. When consumer
are scattered around the world these sources of trust are not readily available. Further, the
fundamental basis of trust might vary across nationalities. The consumers coming from
individualistic countries might have a higher trusting stance in general than the ones from
collective countries.
Presently we see a growing trend towards globalization in establishing alliances and
managing employees and venturing into new market trends. These trends suggest a need
to view the concept of trust from the respective of national culture. Thus trust and with e
- commerce being an international phenomenon, understanding the cross cultural aspects
of trust creation is important [56].
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Principal 7 Third party ratings are important in developing trust
It is not that only the first hand interaction affects trust. The views and opinions of other
parties also matter. Better business bureau, consumer reports and the media in general are
amongst those parties which operate in the offline world. Whereas the trust third parties
i.e. TTP's are one set of organisations that try to promote trust on the web. A TTP will
display its logo on a firms website if that firm has demonstrated that it confirms to the
policy of TTP. Two of the most notable internet TTP's are TRUSte and BBBOnline.
TRUSTe is a non - profit company that is trying to reduce consumer fears about privacy
violations by allowing internet retailers to display their privacy policy. BBBOnline,
another TTP is the internet counterpart of the 'better business bureau' [56].

Principal 8 Second party opinions are important in developing trust
In addition to third party opinions, the opinions of the second party also hold value. As
second party has the experience in conducting similar transactions so their opinion holds
value to the consumer. Friends and acquaintances play a vital role in this regard in the
offline world. As far as the online world is concerned, this role may be played by even a
stranger party that has the experience of working with the concerned firm under similar
circumstances in the past [56].

Principal 9 First party information is important in developing trust.
The piece of information that a business concern provides about themselves is also
critical to establishing trust online. The information concerning different aspects like
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methods, policies or detailed description of products serves as an aid to the consumer. It
helps to keep consumer within the 'comfort zone' and also help reposing faith in the
business concern.
Unlike in the offline world, in the online world, which comprises a wider
geographical area, the information concerning transactions needs to be stated in a more
explicit manner by the first party. Further, the online business concern needs to lay down
its policies more explicitly or otherwise they lack the benefit of customer's personal
contact [56].

Principal 10 Formal and social control are important in developing trust.
Formal and social control also play important part in developing trust. By formal
controls, we mean codified rules, procedures or rules and regulations. These rules and
procedures help to specify patterns of behaviour. They also specify the nature of penalty
in cases of non - conformance to these rules. Social controls on the other hand use
cultural values and norms to bring about the needed conduct. While formal control is
effective for short - term alliances, the social controls are effective for long - term
alliances. It is because the social controls develop over time. One more aspect in which
both controls differ is the level of information provided. In formal controls much more
information regarding codes need to be provided [56].

4.3 Approach for trust model to calculate trust values of service providers
In this model, there are 25 consumer agents and 5 provider agents.
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ri = rating score recieved at each time step
n = total number of interaction.
T = Trust Value

In trust model consumer agents present directly interact with provider agents from time
step 1 to time step 25. All the consumer agents have interactions provider agents. This
happens for all the five providers. In this model we have used Boolean approach. The
provider is providing good services or bad services. So if the provider is good then he
gets Boolean value as 1 and if he is not good then he gets value as 0. Agents in a
simulation experiment interact with provider and then make a transaction. After the
transaction they give either a value of 1 or value of 0 depending on the product delivered
by the provider. So first all the consumers interact with providers and make the purchase.
One time step is one interaction. At each time step the value of trust is calculated
depending upon the product provided by providers. If the at the end of simulation we
calculate the trust values of all provider agents.

4.4 Experimental Results of trust model
In the Fig.4.2 below we can see the trust values of different providers over a period of
time. X - axis of the graph represents simulation rounds which is the time value. Y - axis
represents trust values. So the experiments successfully help to calculate trust values of
service providers.
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Fig. 4.1 Experiment results showing trust values of different provider agents
4.5 Case study in trust model
In order to test our model in real world application we collect the data from Amazon®
website and test our formula of trust on that data. We used a mozenda [58] software to
automate the collection of data. So we look at providers who are selling similar products
and we have to choose which among those list of providers is the most reliable and
trustworthy one so consumers can make a transaction based on the ratings observed. The
similar product we are using is "camera ". We chose this product for our case study
because this products has maximum data available in Amazon® website. Now we see
ratings for camera and we have different providers and the ratings they got over a period
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of time will help us to decide which is the best provider. The data consisted of three data
field values which are "name of the provider", "ratings received", "number of
interactions" and the "overall rating score" they got. The ratings observed were given by
consumers ranging from 1 to 5. The providers who got overall rating value greater than
2.5 were termed as honest and reliable ones. However, the providers who got rating
values less than 2.5 were dishonest.

Data collection
The mozenda [58] is a data extraction software developed in 2007 to solve the problem of
creating a software tool that would allow to quickly and easily extract information from
the web. In mozenda we used point-and-click interface, which enables us to build and
edit agents that harvest specific information and images from any website. Building an
Agent is a process , where we simply type in the URL of the target website and navigate
to the webpage we want to start gathering information from and then we click "Start a
new agent from this page". To begin populating our data table, we click on the fields of
data that we want to capture. we can either capture the item's text, create a list of items, or
tell our agent to follow a link. To capture specific details we simply highlight the parts of
text we wanted to capture. Mozenda will automatically recognize these text elements and
replicate what we have done across multiple items and pages. Once we have the agent
gathering the correct items in our list, we can add a "List Pager" that will navigate
through multiple pages capturing similar items in our list. With the help of list pager we
will get data from many pages in a short time. All the data collected is in the form of
numbers as the ratings given by consumers is of numeric values. After specifying
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mozenda the data we need to collect we now go to the Mozenda Web Console, where we
can run the agent that we created in the Agent Builder. Finally we can export data
captured from the web as CSV, TSV, or XML files which can be downloaded and viewed
on our local computer in just seconds
In the tables below we see the ratings given by different consumers for the same
product that is being sold by different providers. We test our trust model on "camera"
product. Each table has four columns which specifies what is the name of provider who
is selling the product, ratings given by consumers over a period of time, the number of
interactions taking place and the total rating score
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Table 4.1 : Shows the value of all ratings collected from Amazon® website for
different providers selling similar product which is camera.

Product
Camera

Ratings received

Number of
interactions

OverallRating
Score

Camera Depot

4,3,2,4,4,5,5,5

8

4.0

Camera Depot

5,4,2,3,3,2,3,4,5,5,5

11

3.7

Camera Depot

5,3,1,3,2,2,2,3

8

2.6

Camera Depot

4,3,4,4,1,1,1,1,1,1

10

2.1

Camera Depot

2,4,2,2,1,1,3,2,3,1,1,2

12

2.0

Camera Depot

1,1,2,2,1,1,1,1

8

1.2

Camera Depot

5,5,4,5,5,4,2,5,5,5,4,5

12

4.5

Camera Depot

5,5,3,5,5,5,4,4,4,3

10

4.8

Wegio

5,4,3,3,4,4

6

3.8

Wegio

4,4,2,1,1,3,1,1,2,2,1,3,5

13

2.3

Ritz

3,2,3,1,1,1,3

7

2

Ritz

5,5,4,1,3,2,4

6

4.1

Ritz

5,5

2

5

Ritz

2,2,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1

11

1.2

Ritz

4,5,4,3

4

4
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Ritz

5,5,4,5,5,4,5,5

8

4.8

Ritz

4,3,4,5,3,4,4

7

4

Ritz

1,1,

2

1

Ritz

5,5,5

3

5

Ritz

2,1,3,2,4

5

2.5

Camera Store

5,5,5,5

4

5

Camera Store

5,5

2

5

Camera Store

4,1,2,1,2

5

2.3

Camera Store

5,4,5,3,3,2

6

3.7

Camera Store

4,4,2,5,5

5

4

Camera Store

2,2,2

3

2
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Fig.4.2 Shows trust values of all providers for camera as a product from
Amazon® website.

From the above figure we see that all the providers with their trust values. Trust value of
provider named "Wegio" is lowest which is 3.0 and trust value of provider named
"camera store" is highest which is 3.6.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this Thesis, we presented a hybrid reputation model that combines both the interaction
trust and witness information. Interaction trust happens when consumer agents directly
interact with provider agents and buy a product. Witness information is an indirect
information source where a consumer agent has no interaction with providers but has
indirect interaction with other consumer agents present. From experiments we find that
the combination of the two leads to better and more reliable result. This model has
accomplished the purpose of helping consumers to select reputable providers which
finally helps consumer to obtain more gains. This thesis also provided comparison of our
hybrid reputation model with SERM Model. However, in the next step the trust model is
used to calculate trust value of the provider agents. We also tested our formula in real
world data by collecting data from Amazon® website through the use of mozenda
software. We can conclude from the results of case study that our formula is successful in
calculating the trust values of providers from the list of providers.
In our future work we can add group reputation feature. Currently this model deals
with individual reputation and asks for rating from individual consumer agents. Addition
of group reputation [10] feature can help in making better and improved decisions to
select provider agents.
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